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A. GENERAL REVIEW  

Topic    : Jobs and Occupations  

Time Allocation   : 2 x 35 minutes  

Students’ level  : 4th grade of elementary school 

Aim    : Student understand about jobs/occupation 

Learning Objectives  : 1. Students learn about the name of several occupations 

  2. Student are able to express their dream jobs 

  3. Students are able to mention 15 different jobs.  

Target vocabs   : 

Soldier Police officer Nurse 

Pilot Farmer Cashier 

Astronout Waiter Chef 

Barber Doctor Firefighter 

Artist Vet Farmer 

 

YOU WILL NEED TO DOWNLOAD 

 Flashcards: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lbDAyr-

xBAtSeO0jTOyAeWehNJxyi3ep?usp=sharing  

 Videos: 

Welcome Song : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TL7mtIaW97U  

Jobs Song : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ckKQclquAXU 

Goodbye Song : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STMl4yjPpoM 

 Exercises  

Peer Project : https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1WK4XhsBSMao-

Bg44uhhXOY6Bo6LmfJ82?usp=sharing 

Homework : https://drive.google.com/file/d/15X31v2KYpytrqAyG4aVFysB4lCkIV-

Gl/view?usp=sharing 
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B. LESSON OVERVIEW 

Warm Up 

1) Greetings  

2) Pray together and checking students attendance  

3) Sing “Welcome Song” together    

4) Review previous lessons 

 

 Main Activity  

1) Brainstorming by watching “Jobs Song” video from YouTube  

2) Asking the student abot their dream jobs (speaking) 

3) Drilling students’ vocabulary using live flashcards (vocabs) 

4) Questions and Answer sections dealing with Jobs 

5) Playing intteractive quiz using https://quizizz.com/  

6) Students in a group present the exercise they have answered  

in front of the class (peer project) 

 

Wrap Up  

1) Assigns homework  

2) Summarize today’s lesson  

3) Sing “Goodbye Song” 

4)Farewell 

 

C. TEACHING PROCEDURES 

WARM UP (10 minutes) 

1. Before starting the lesson, the teacher greet the student by saying Good morning. 

2. The teacher point out one student to lead the class to pray before starting the lesson. 

3. After that the teacher check students’s attendance by asking who is absent today? 

4. Asking student’s feeling (Classical Question) 
Point out one/two/three students about their feeling. They should answer “Smile” if 
she/he is happy and “Sad” if she/he  is not feeling well. 

5. Playing video “ Welcome Song” 
Source : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TL7mtIaW97U  

6. The teacher and student reviewing about last meeting material. 

 

MAIN ACTIVITIES (50 Minutes) 

1. Before introducing them to the vocabulary of jobs, play "Jobs Song" video. 
Source :https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ckKQclquAXU  

2. Ask students to watch the video and let them guess what topic they are going to study 
(Classical questions) 

3. Ask students "What do you want to be when you grow up?" and also ask their reason why 
they choose the occupation. (Individual questions). The teacher also giving students 
compliment of what thought they have delivered. 

4. The teacher describes the definitions of job or occupation. 

5. For giving the students examples, teacher uses flascards. By share screen, she will 
show and read one by one then ask them to repeat what the teacher has said. 
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6. The teacher ask the students to repeat the name of occupations and help them if there 
are difficulties. The teacher give QnA sections in case there are questions from the 
students. 

7. After that, the teacher shows Jobs Quizz (share screen) then ask all of the student to 
play quiz together. 
Link Quiz : https://quizizz.com/join?gc=332419&source=liveDashboard  
Password : 332419 

8. For peer project, the teacher divide into four group (5-6 students) 
Intructions : 
1. Read the text! 
2. Answer the questions based on the text! 
3. Present your answer in front of the class! 
Material : https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1WK4XhsBSMao-
Bg44uhhXOY6Bo6LmfJ82?usp=sharing  
Souce : www.the7eslclass.com  

9. Student present their answer in front of class. The teacher give compliment and 
reinforcement for each group. 

 

WRAP UP (10 minutes) 

1. The teacher assigns homeworks : Student should complete the sentence with the 
words given  
Homework : https://drive.google.com/file/d/15X31v2KYpytrqAyG4aVFysB4lCkIV-
Gl/view?usp=sharing  
Source : www.liveworksheets.com   

2. Reviewing and summarizing today’s lesson. Ask students what they learned today. Fter 
that, the teacher along with students conclude about the material 

3. Sing Goodbye Song  
Source : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STMl4yjPpoM  

4. Thank the students and say a farewell 
“Thank you for today, kids. See you later and goodbye.” 
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